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ABSTRACT: Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLEDs) have developed to show many 

advantageous and noticeable properties including their flexibility, easy processing, very cost 

effective chemical technology, and easy combining of organic material, hence having optimized 

performance is very significant. Therefore, we have to find new methods in order to be able to use 

the total singlet and triplet excitons population and to achieve 100% internal efficiency. If we can 

extend the internal efficiency to 100%, this will lead to efficient production of OLEDs in the 

industry. In this work, to consider increasing excitons’ population, we have worked on the 
uniformity of the Electron Transport Layer (ETL) and Emissive Layer (EL) by applying argon 

atmosphere pressure cold jet plasma. Examining the experimental data in comparison with the 

theoretical data has shown us that having a better uniformity in barriers (based on AFM images) 

and decreasing contact angle will lead to a better injection and more exciton's population leading 

to an increase in the internal efficiency. 

KEY WORDS: Organic semiconductor, OLED, exciton, Richardson-Schottky, 

field effect emission. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 In recent decades, Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLEDs) have been considered by many 

researchers because of their flexibility, ease of processibility, very cost effective chemical 

technology, and easy combining of organic material [1-2]. If these diodes are well optimized and 

have a good internal efficiency (𝜂𝑖𝑛) and in turn a good external efficiency, then OLEDs will be 

the dominant light source because of their cost effectiveness. In order to optimize OLEDs, a lot of 

researches have been done. In OLEDs, after injecting electron and hole from opposite electrodes 

into the emissive layer, two kinds of excitons would be formed: the singlet exciton and the triplet 
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exciton [2-4]. Singlet excitons which are spin-allowed can only contribute to about 25% of the 

internal efficiency, and triplet excitons which are spin-forbidden can contribute to about 75% of it 

[4-6], depending on the population of each one respectively, therefore increasing the exciton’s 
population attracts considerable attention. If the triplet excitons cannot recombine due to forbidden 

spin configuration, then the light emission can occur through increased singlet excitons, and this 

can increase the light-out efficiency(𝜂𝑜𝑢𝑡)[5]. 

According to different studies, there are some ways to increase quantum efficiency based on 

excitons. For example, as Cao et al have shown, one way is with increasing the cross section of an 

electron-hole pair to form excitons [7-8]. The other way is to harvest the radiation emission from 

all of the excitons, singlets and triplets[10]. Here, in this paper, our aim is achieving better 

efficiency by increasing the population of the excitons. In order to consider whether excitons’ 
population are increased or not, first, we can work on barriers and optimize them to have better 

injection and hence more excitons would be created [1, 9-10], and second, we can dope some 

materials into our organic layers or add other organic layer as a hole transport layer, electron 

transport layer, hole or electron blocker, and so on [11-13]. But, as adding various layers make it 

difficult to reproduce the device, it is best to enhance a device with fewer layers. In this paper we 

will study optimizing the barrier surfaces.  Thus, in this work, we will attempt to consider the 

change in the number of excitons and its effect on MEH-PPV based OLEDs behaviors in the 

presence of the effect of the argon atmospheric pressure cold jet plasma on the ITO layer. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

In order to make the OLEDs, many experimental processes had been utilized. In fact, these 

multilayer devices include ITO(150nm)/PEDOT:PSS(30nm)/MEH-PPV(60nm)/Ag(100nm). 

First, Petri dishes were cleaned by dishwasher liquid, acetone, ethanol, and rinsed thoroughly by 

deionize water, respectively. After that, ITO(Indium Tin Oxide) layers, as the transparent 

conductive layers, were placed within the cleaned Petri dishes and were washed by dishwasher 

liquid for one minute, and then by acetone, ethanol, and deionize water, respectively for 10 minutes 

in ultrasonic. In order to dry, anneal, and remove some probable remaining contaminants, the ITO 

layers were put in the oven, under 180 degree centigrade, for 30 Min. After this time, the ITO 

layers were ready for deposition of other layers. Before coating the next layer, the primed 

substrates were masked and according to table 1, argon atmosphere pressure cold jet plasma was 

applied on them. It is noticeable that the flame’s distance from substrates was 0.5 cm. Then, in 
order to build the multi-layer polymer diodes, and to investigate the effect of the argon atmosphere 

pressure cold jet plasma on the excitons, and the diodes behavior, poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS)( 6% PEDOT:PSS solution in 

ethylene glycol) as a hole transport layer and poly [1 - methoxy - 4 - ( 20 - ethylhexyloxy ) - p -

phenylenevinylene ] (MEH-PPV)( 5g/L MEH-PPV solution in chloroform) as the emissive layer 

were spin coated on the ITO layer respectively. These solutions were deposited by spin coating 

inside the glove box respectively for each device and were dried under the conditions given in 

Table 2. After depositing and drying PEDOT:PSS layer, all of devices were put under the argon 

atmosphere pressure cold jet plasma for one minute. Finally, an Ag layer as the cathode was 
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evaporated on the previous polymeric layer, Table 2. During the device fabrication, required 

measurements analysis such as the sheet resistance for ITO and PEDOT:PSS layers, Figure 1 and 

2, the contact angle, Figure 3, Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), Figure 4 and 5, 

and Atomic Force Microscopic (AFM), Figure 6 and 7, were prepared. Also, at the end of the 

fabrication process, I-V measurements analysis were carried out to study injection, excitons 

behavior and recombination. 

Table 1. Plasma setting (for argon atmosphere pressure cold jet plasma device with ref=0 and watt=12) 

for ITO substrates and PEDOT:PSS. 

Device number D1 D2 D3 D4 

ITO 0 min 9 min 11 min 13 min 

PEDOT:PSS 1 min 1 min 1 min 1 min 
 

Table 2. Deposition and dry settings for PEDOT:PSS, MEH-PPV, and Ag. 

Spin coat deposition settings 

Material Volume(μl) Time(s) Rpm 

PEDOT:PSS 10 60 3000 

MEH-PPV 20 30 3500 

Evaporation setting 

Material Volume(gr) Time(s) Vacuum(Pa) 

Ag 5 10 5*10-1 

Drying settings 

Material Tdl odrast rd( ̊C) Time(min) 

PEDOT:PSS 180(oven) 7 

MEH-PPV 100(heater) 90 
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Figure 1. Sheet resistance curve for ITO layers before applying argon atmosphere pressure cold jet 

plasma, full red circle, and after applying argon atmosphere pressure cold jet plasma, full black circle. 

 

Figure 2. Sheet resistance curve for PEDOT:PSS layers before applying argon atmosphere pressure cold 

jet plasma, full red circle, and after applying argon atmosphere pressure cold jet plasma, full black circle. 

 

Figure 3. CCD images: Contact angle reducing under applying argon atmosphere pressure cold jet plasma 

for ITO substrates. 
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Figure 4. FTIR measurement analyses for ITO layers in various plasma application time. 

 

Figure 5. FTIR measurement analyses for PEDOT:PSS layers in various plasma application time. 
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Figure 6. AFM analyses for ITO surface after applying A) 0 minute, B) 9 minute, C) 11 minute, and D) 

13 minute argon atmosphere pressure cold jet plasma. 
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Figure 7. AFM analyses for PEDOT:PSS surface before, A1-A4, and after, B1-B4, applying 1 minute 

argon atmosphere pressure cold jet plasma. 
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3. MODELING 

Simulation modeling of optoelectronic device structures prior to device fabrication helps to save 

and conserve materials and device fabrication costs. In this section we will compare our simulation 

results with the performance measurements of our fabricated devices. However, it is important to 

acquire and know the essential input data. In here, they were collected from among the related 

authentic articles [14-17]. Therefore, the OLED structure was simulated in 2-D ATLAS simulator 

of Silvaco Co. that provides general capabilities for accurate simulation of organic device 

structures. At first, we defined a mesh of structure, the determination of a good mesh is very 

important for accuracy and numerical efficiency of the simulation model. Thus, we allocated a fine 

grid only in critical areas where the recombination occurs and a coarser grid elsewhere in order to 

get an accurate and efficient simulation. Once the mesh was defined, we assigned a material type 

of every part of the device using ITO, PEDOT:PSS, MEH-PPV, and Ag. Finally, we specified the 

electrodes location and the doping level within each region. The simulation results are illustrated 

in figures 8-10 showing the device structure, Langvine recombination rate on different place of the 

device, and the Longvine recombination curve respectively. 

 

Figure 8. The Device structure consisting of the ITO(150nm)/PEDOT:PSS(30nm)/ MEH-

PPV(60nm)/Ag(100nm). 
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Figure 9. Langvin recombination rate along the various points of the device. 

 

 

Figure 10. Longvin recombination rate curve in deferent layers of the device. 

Longvine recombination curve, Figure 10 shows that the carrier recombination occurs near the 

barrier surface. Besides, the I-V data was also extracted from Silvaco TCAD simulation and was 

plotted by Origin software. The simulated I-V curve and the measured I-V curve of the fabricated 

devices have been illustrated in Figure 11. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For increasing the internal quantum efficiency, various studies have been carried out. The 

performance of an OLED can be optimized by finding the optimum emitting material(s), 

manipulating the charge carrier balances and location of the recombination zone and energy 

transfer [18]. For instance, in our work, applying Ar atmosphere cold plasma jet on ITO layer and 

PEDOT:PSS had lead to generation of more excitons within the emissive layer. 

To investigate the ITO and PEDOT:PSS surface properties change, we measured the sheet 

resistance and carried out AFM measurements as well as FTIR analyzes. Also, the effects of these 

changes on current-voltage characteristic in the OLEDs were investigate for four two layer OLEDs 

and were compared with the corresponding device simulation models output data. Sheet resistance 

curves measured by four point probe are shown in Figure 1 for ITO layers, and Figure 2 for 

PEDOT:PSS layers. These diagrams indicate that the changes in the surface resistance were 

negligible under the applied plasma. As for the ITO layers, with the exception of the 13-minute 

plasma, we have observed a slight increase in resistance. But in the case of the PEDOT:PSS layers, 

generally, we see that the resistance is slightly reduced. 

FTIR and AFM analysis, before and after application of the plasma, have shown chemical and 

physical changes. Our goal of using the cold plasma was surface roughness uniformity, so based 

on FTIR diagram, the plasma application time is chosen so that the surface chemistry does not 

change too much. Also according to Figure 4, presence of functional groups such as -OH, C=C 

and C-C bonds on ITO surface is conclusive, respectively at 3500, 1300, 1500 nm. Change in 

height, width and minor changes in peak position represent the bond angle and bond length. Peak’s 
stability suggests that because of low-power and low-pressure of the cold plasma applied, the 

plasma is not able to create new functional groups on the ITO surface. In the case of the 

PEDOT:PSS, FTIR diagram, Figure 5, has shown that, totally, changes in peak places, the wide of 

the peaks, and changes in their high is not noticeable. Also it has shown that the peaks had not 

been eliminated nor created. These results state that the application of low power and time plasma 

has maintained the surface chemistry well. So in this layer, surface compounds are very much 

preserved. In fact, for this layer, the bond angles and bond lengths have changed which has 

ultimately led to border uniformity. 

CCD ITO images, taken after applying the cold plasma, Figure 3, show that the contact angle has 

strikingly decreased. Since these layers are hydrophobic, reducing the contact angle reduces their 

hydrophobicity. As a result, it is easier to deposit the next layer. Doing so will create a better 

contact surface between the two layers. 

AFM analysis for ITO, Figure 6, show that the effect of plasma till 11 minute has led to surface 

uniformity, but after that, the 13 minute, the AFM image is similar to the picture for no-plasma 

ITO surface. Figure 7 shows the AFM images for PEDOT:PSS, before and after the plasma 

treatment. These AFM images indicate that the surface roughness and hydrophilicity after the 

plasma treatment was increased. These images indicate that ITO surface uniformity causes 

PEDOT:PSS surface uniformity, Figure 7. A Also, according to images in Figure 7.B, clearly after 

one minute of plasma application, the uniformity of the layer was further enhanced. 
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Our goal of working on the barriers was to increase the contact level of the layers and, 

consequently, to increase the carrier injection and hence increase the excitons. Therefore, to 

consider injection, the Voltage-current characteristic, as a powerful tool to study relaxation 

processes, charge transfer mechanisms and metal/organic behaviors, will be illustrated. In our last 

essay, we had made some single and multi-layer devices, and in our investigation we understood 

that by applying the plasma on multi-layer devices both the Ohmic junction and the Space Charge 

Limited Currents (SCLC) current were improved [10]. Here the I-V curve were considered based 

on Richardson-Schottky Thermionic Emission, and Fowler-Nordheim Tunneling Effect models 

for all of the four multi-layer OLEDs plus a simulated device. 

We would point out that based on Figure 11, increasing the plasma application time, the starting 

voltages had decreased. Also, the curve D3 matches ruite well with the simulated device’s I-V 

curve, meaning that D3 is closer to the ideal case of the simulated device. 

 

Figure 11. Current-Voltage characteristics of devices D1, D2, D3, D4, and simulated device with the 

variation plasma application time. 
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Figure 12. Dependence of the current density on the applied voltage in D1, D2, D3, D4, and the simulated 

device, plotted according to the Richardson-Schottky Thermionic Emission model. 

 

 

Figure 13. Dependence of the current density on the applied voltage in D1, D2, D3, D4, and simulated 

device, plotted in the Fowler-Nordheim tunneling emission model. 

 

Now, for investigating the injection properties, the current-voltage characteristics curve could be 

divided into two regions. The region with low voltages follows the Richardson-Schottky 

Thermionic Emission model. The main suppose in this model is that charge carriers have enough 

heat to overcome the potential barrier [19-20]. 
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In this model, current density is shown by “Eruation 1” 

                                                                      J = qNVμ(T)Fexp (−φb−∆φKT )                                   (1) 

Where q is the basic charge, NV the effective density of states, μ(T) the temperature dependent 

mobility, F the electrical field, φb the energy barrier height at zero applied electrical field, ∆φ the 

change in the height of the energy barrier under the influence of image charge force and the applied 

electric field, K the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. In this model ln(J/V) via V1/2 

gives a straight line [21-22]. Figure 12 illustrates the Richardson-Schottky Thermionic Emission 

curve. Considering the right half of the diagram (the low voltage region), we can see that the 

Schottky injection increases with increasing the plasma application time, but for D4, the diagram 

has an inappropriately shape. The curve with no-plasma has the least Schottky injection, and 

Schottky injection for D3 is the most similar to the simulated device. As all the other parameters 

of structures are constant, according to “Equation 1”, injection increase must be because of work-

function reduction indicating that we can treat the surface as an electrically ohmic contact. 

Therefore, also considering that PEDOT:PSS acts as the electron blocking layer (EBL) too, charge 

carriers would be confined in the emissive layer (EL). This increases the recombination and the 

number of excitons in this layer. 

The other region relates to applied voltages over 3.5 V. This region will be considered by Fowler-

Nordheim tunneling effects [23]. According to this model, when the applied voltage increases, the 

depth of the triangular barrier decreases, then it will be appropriate for tunneling. In this model, 

current density for triangular barrier is shown by “Eruation 2” [24]. 

                                                                           JFN = AF2e−F0 F⁄
                                              (2) 

Where A and F0 are related to the potential barrier and are defined by “Equation 3 and 4”. 

                                                                          A = q38πhφB                                                          (3) 

                                                                           F0 = 8π√2m∗φB33qh                                                   (4) 

Where h is the potential barrier height and m∗ the carrier effective mass. In this model, Ln(J V2⁄ ) 

via V-1 gives a straight line [24]. The left half part of the curves in Figure 13 relate to devices in 

high voltage region, for both the fabricated devices and the simulated device. So that, according 

to Figure 13, when the argon plasma application time increases, we get a better line fit. However 

for the device with no-plasma we do not have such a good line fit. This indicates that with 

increasing in the argon plasma application time, the thickness of the triangular barrier decreases 

further than before. 

Finally, as the OLED’s efficiency depends on injection, transport, and recombination, with 

increasing in the injection in both low and high voltage regions, the OLED’s efficiency will also 
increase. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

In general, because of the hydrophobic film property of ITO and the hydrophilic film character of 

PEDOT:PSS , the contact angle between PEDOT:PSS and ITO is very large. This issue can 

interrupt the injection process and decrease the exciton’s number, so that plasma with different 
application times was applied on ITO surfaces and decreased the contact angle. Further, surface 

uniformity is another important issue to have an appropriate injection and the application of the 

Ar atmospheric jet plasma was an apt choose to solve this problem. According to AFM images, 

by applying the plasma apt uniformity in the surfaces for 11 minute plasma application time for 

ITO and 1 minute argon plasma application time for PEDOT:PSS was achieved. By applying this 

modified layer in OLEDs, the injected carriers increased, hence leading to an increase in the 

excitons formation and the recombination rate. Increasing the charge injection rate results in the 

accumulation of charges near the electrode, and creates image charges. Increasing the image 

charges reduces the metal/polymer potential barrier, resulting in an increase in the injection. 
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Figures

Figure 1

Sheet resistance curve for ITO layers before applying argon atmosphere pressure cold jet plasma, full red
circle, and after applying argon atmosphere pressure cold jet plasma, full black circle.



Figure 2

Sheet resistance curve for PEDOT:PSS layers before applying argon atmosphere pressure cold jet
plasma, full red circle, and after applying argon atmosphere pressure cold jet plasma, full black circle.

Figure 3

CCD images: Contact angle reducing under applying argon atmosphere pressure cold jet plasma for ITO
substrates.



Figure 4

FTIR measurement analyses for ITO layers in various plasma application time.



Figure 5

FTIR measurement analyses for PEDOT:PSS layers in various plasma application time.



Figure 6

AFM analyses for ITO surface after applying A) 0 minute, B) 9 minute, C) 11 minute, and D) 13 minute
argon atmosphere pressure cold jet plasma.



Figure 7

AFM analyses for PEDOT:PSS surface before, A1-A4, and after, B1-B4, applying 1 minute argon
atmosphere pressure cold jet plasma.



Figure 8

The Device structure consisting of the ITO(150nm)/PEDOT:PSS(30nm)/ MEH-PPV(60nm)/Ag(100nm).



Figure 9

Langvin recombination rate along the various points of the device.



Figure 10

Longvin recombination rate curve in deferent layers of the device.



Figure 11

Current-Voltage characteristics of devices D1, D2, D3, D4, and simulated device with the variation plasma
application time.

Figure 12

Dependence of the current density on the applied voltage in D1, D2, D3, D4, and the simulated device,
plotted according to the Richardson-Schottky Thermionic Emission model.



Figure 13

Dependence of the current density on the applied voltage in D1, D2, D3, D4, and simulated device, plotted
in the Fowler-Nordheim tunneling emission model.


